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SUMMARY

Empirical and anecdotal evidence have associated stress with accelerated hair greying (formation 

of unpigmented hairs)1,2, but the scientific evidence linking the two is scant. Here, we report that 

acute stress leads to hair greying through fast depletion of melanocyte stem cells (MeSCs). 

Combining adrenalectomy, denervation, chemogenetics3,4, cell ablation, and MeSC-specific 

adrenergic receptor knockout, we found that stress-induced MeSC loss is independent of immune 

attack or adrenal stress hormones. Rather, hair greying results from activation of the sympathetic 

nerves that innervate the MeSC niche. Upon stress, sympathetic nerve activation leads to burst 

release of the neurotransmitter norepinephrine, which drives quiescent MeSCs into rapid 

proliferation, followed by differentiation, migration, and permanent depletion from the niche. 

Transient suppression of MeSC proliferation prevents stress-induced hair greying. Our studies 

demonstrate that acute stress-induced neuronal activity can drive rapid and permanent loss of 

somatic stem cells, and illustrate an example in which somatic stem cell maintenance is directly 

influenced by the overall physiological state of the organism.

Stress has been anecdotally associated with diverse tissue changes including hair greying. 

However, whether external stressors indeed are the causal factors, and if stress-related 

changes occur at the level of somatic stem cells, remain poorly understood. The hair follicle 

cycles between growth (anagen), degeneration (catagen), and rest (telogen)5. The bulge and 

hair germ region harbours two stem cell populations—epithelial-derived hair follicle stem 

cells (HFSCs) and neural crest-derived MeSCs6. HFSCs and MeSCs are normally quiescent 

except during early anagen, when HFSCs and MeSCs are activated concurrently to 

regenerate a pigmented hair7,8. Activation of HFSCs produces a new hair follicle. Activation 

of MeSCs generates differentiated melanocytes that migrate downward, while MeSCs 

remain close to the bulge. At the hair bulb, differentiated melanocytes synthesize melanin to 

colour the newly regenerated hair from the root. At catagen, mature melanocytes are 

destroyed, leaving only the MeSCs that will initiate new rounds of melanogenesis in future 

cycles (Extended Data Fig.1a)9,10. The stereotypic behaviour of MeSCs and melanocytes, as 

well as the visible nature of hair colour, makes the melanocyte lineage an accessible model 

to investigate how stress influences tissue regeneration.

Diverse stressors induce hair greying

To examine whether psychological or physical stressors promote hair greying, we used three 

approaches to model stress in black coat colour C57BL/6J mice: restraint stress11,12, chronic 

unpredictable stress13,14, and nociception-induced stress via injection of resiniferatoxin 

(RTX, a capsaicin analogue)15,16. All three procedures led to increased numbers of 

unpigmented white hairs over time. Restraint stress and chronic unpredictable stress led to 
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noticeable hair greying after 3–5 rounds of hair cycles. Nociception-induced stress produced 

the most pronounced and rapid effect—many new hairs formed in the next hair cycle 

following RTX injection became unpigmented (Fig. 1a, b, Extended Data Fig. 1b, c).

Psychological or physical stressors trigger the adrenal glands to release stress hormones and 

catecholamines into the bloodstream17. Indeed, we detected an increase in both 

corticosterone (cortisol equivalent in rodents; a stress hormone) and norepinephrine (a 

catecholamine) in the blood of mice subjected to different stressors (Fig. 1c, Extended Data 

Fig. 1d), suggesting that our approaches induced classical stress responses.

RTX induces nociception by activating nociceptive sensory neurons18. Blocking the ability 

of an animal to sense pain with buprenorphine (an opioid analgesia) prevents the increase of 

corticosterone and norepinephrine after RTX injection, suggesting that blocking pain 

sensation alleviates the physiological stress responses induced by RTX (Fig. 1c). Moreover, 

buprenorphine also suppressed white hair formation in RTX-injected animals (Fig. 1d). 

These data show that regardless of stress modality, premature hair greying can occur under 

stress. Because the effect of nociception induction on hair greying was the strongest and 

most rapid of all stressors tested, we focused on RTX injection as our primary stressor.

Stress leads to loss of MeSCs

Loss of hair pigmentation can be due to defects in melanin synthesis19,20, loss of 

differentiated melanocytes21, or problems in MeSC maintenance22. To understand how 

stress impacts the melanocyte lineage, we injected RTX into mice in anagen, when both 

MeSCs and differentiated melanocytes were present but located within distinct 

compartments—MeSCs were near to the bulge while differentiated melanocytes were at the 

hair bulb (Fig. 1e). Upon RTX injection, TRP2+ MeSCs were significantly reduced across 

the entire skin (Fig. 1e, bar graph). In many hair follicles, MeSCs were lost completely from 

the bulge within 5 days, while differentiated melanocytes in the same hair follicle remained 

unperturbed (Fig. 1e, D5 after RTX, Extended Data Fig.1e). These differentiated 

melanocytes continued to generate pigments, and the hair coat remained black (Extended 

Data Fig. 1f, g). When hair follicles in the RTX-injected animals entered catagen and 

telogen, many have lost all MeSCs (Fig. 1e, Telo). Subsequently, when the next round of 

anagen initiated, differentiated melanocytes were not produced to colour new hair shafts, 

and unpigmented hairs emerged (Fig. 1e, 2nd Ana, Extended Data Fig. 1h). Although some 

regenerated hairs remained pigmented, the MeSC numbers in these pigmented hairs were 

also reduced (Extended Data Fig. 1i). RTX injection led to the same extent of hair greying in 

both male and female mice (Extended Data Fig. 1j). Moreover, RTX also caused MeSC loss 

when injected during telogen. In this case, unpigmented hairs appeared as soon as new hairs 

emerged in the following anagen (Extended Data Fig. 2a, b). These results suggest that 

MeSCs are exquisitely sensitive to RTX-induced stress, while differentiated melanocytes or 

melanin synthesis are not directly affected. MeSCs were also lost or reduced in mice 

subjected to restraint stress or chronic unpredictable stress (Extended Data Fig. 2c). Since 

stress depleted MeSCs, the loss of hair pigmentation in all three conditions was permanent 

(Extended Data Fig. 2d). Collectively, these data indicate that stress leads to the loss of 

MeSCs.
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Norepinephrine drives MeSC loss

Next, we asked how stress transmits to the periphery to alter MeSCs (Fig. 2a). Immune 

attack has been postulated to cause stress-induced hair greying2,23. To test the involvement 

of the immune system, we injected RTX into Rag1 mutant mice, which lack both T and B 

cells, and into CD11b-DTR mice, in which myeloid lineages had been ablated by diphtheria 

toxin. Injection of RTX into these immune-deficient mice still resulted in white hair 

formation, suggesting that RTX-induced hair greying is independent of T cells, B cells, or 

myeloid cells (Extended Data Fig. 3a, b).

Since all stressors led to elevated corticosterone and norepinephrine in the blood, we asked if 

these stress-induced circulating factors played a role in stress-induced MeSC loss. Our RNA 

sequencing (RNA-seq) data on FACS-purified MeSCs suggested that MeSCs express the 

glucocorticoid receptor (GR, a receptor for corticosterone) and the β2 adrenergic receptor 

(Adrb2, a receptor for norepinephrine) (Extended Data Fig. 3c, see methods). To determine 

if GR mediated the effects of stress on MeSCs, we depleted GR in MeSCs using Tyr-

CreER8,24–26. RTX injection into Tyr-CreER; GR fl/fl animals still resulted in hair greying 

(Extended Data Fig. 3d). Moreover, no changes in MeSCs or hair pigmentation were 

observed when corticosterone was elevated via feeding (Extended Data Fig. 3e). These data 

suggest that corticosterone is not a major driver of stress-induced MeSC loss.

We then explored if ADRB2 might mediate the impact of stress on MeSCs. Upon RTX 

injection, we observed a marked induction of Phospho-CREB (a downstream effector of 

ADRB2) in MeSCs but not mature melanocytes (Extended Data Fig. 4a). Moreover, when 

we depleted ADRB2 from MeSCs using Tyr-CreER, white hairs failed to form following 

RTX injection (Fig. 2b). These data suggest that ADRB2 expressed by MeSCs is essential 

for stress-induced hair greying. By contrast, when ADRB2 was depleted from hair follicle 

stem cells that share the same niche with MeSCs, RTX injection still resulted in hair greying 

(Extended Data Fig. 4b). In the absence of stress, depletion of ADRB2 in MeSCs did not 

lead to changes in MeSCs, melanocytes, or pigment production, suggesting that the 

norepinephrine-ADRB2 pathway is dispensable for melanogenesis during the normal hair 

cycle (Extended Data Fig. 4c, d). Collectively, these data suggest that norepinephrine signals 

through ADRB2 on MeSCs to mediate stress-induced hair greying.

To test if elevated norepinephrine was sufficient to cause hair greying in the absence of 

stress, we introduced norepinephrine locally to the skin via intradermal injections. Local 

norepinephrine injection promoted hair greying at the injection sites in wild type and in 

HFSC-specific Adrb2 knockout mice, but failed to cause hair greying in MeSC-specific 

Adrb2 knockout mice (Fig. 2c, Extended Data Fig. 4e–g). Altogether, our data demonstrate 

that while immune cells and corticosterone are dispensable, norepinephrine signalling 

appears to be necessary for stress-induced hair greying and sufficient to trigger hair greying 

in the absence of stress.
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Finding the source of norepinephrine

Since the adrenal gland is a major source of norepinephrine under stress, to determine if 

adrenal gland-derived norepinephrine mediates stress-induced hair greying, we surgically 

removed both adrenal glands. Adrenalectomy significantly reduced the levels of 

corticosterone and norepinephrine in the bloodstream of RTX-injected animals (Extended 

Data Fig. 5a). Yet, injection of RTX into adrenalectomized mice still caused hair greying, 

suggesting that RTX-induced hair greying is independent of hormones or catecholamines 

from the adrenal glands (Fig. 2d).

One alternative source of norepinephrine is the sympathetic nervous system. Under stress, 

the sympathetic nervous system becomes activated to induce fight-or-flight responses 

through secretion of norepinephrine from peripheral axon terminals17. In the skin, 

sympathetic nerves terminate close to the bulge where MeSCs reside (Fig. 3a). Moreover, 

skin regions with high numbers of unpigmented hairs also have denser sympathetic 

innervation (Extended Data Fig. 5b).

To determine if sympathetic nerves are indeed activated following RTX injection, we 

examined levels of c-FOS, an immediate early transcription factor reporting neuronal 

activity27. Robust c-FOS induction was detected in the cell bodies of sympathetic neurons 

within 1 hour after RTX injection, peaking around 2–4 hours, and diminishing after 24 

hours, suggesting that RTX injection led to a burst activation of sympathetic neurons (Fig. 

3b, Extended Data Fig. 5c). Moreover, when buprenorphine was injected together with RTX 

to block pain, sympathetic neurons failed to induce c-FOS (Fig. 3b, right). These data 

suggest that the sympathetic nervous system becomes highly activated following 

nociception-induced stress.

To test if activation of sympathetic nerves is responsible for MeSC loss and hair greying 

under stress, we ablated sympathetic nerves with 6-hydroxy dopamine (6-OHDA), a 

selective neurotoxin for sympathetic nerves28. Sympathectomy blocked RTX-induced hair 

greying and MeSC loss (Fig. 3c, Extended Data Fig. 5d), suggesting that sympathetic nerves 

indeed mediate stress-induced hair greying. In addition, guanethidine, a chemical that blocks 

norepinephrine release from sympathetic nerve terminals29, suppressed hair greying and 

MeSC loss upon RTX injection (Extended Data Fig. 5e). Collectively, these data suggest that 

norepinephrine secreted from sympathetic nerve terminals mediates the effect of stress on 

MeSCs.

To determine if sympathetic nerve activation in the absence of stress is sufficient to drive 

MeSC loss, we took a chemogenetic approach using the Designer Receptor Exclusively 

Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs) system3,4. Gq-DREADD is an artificial Gq-

protein coupled receptor activated by the inert molecule Clozapine N-Oxide (CNO) but not 

by endogenous ligands. Activation of Gq-DREADD leads to intracellular calcium release 

and neuronal firing. We generated TH-CreER; CAG-lsl-Gq-DREADD; Rosa-mT/mG mice, 

which allowed us to activate sympathetic nerves artificially with CNO (Fig. 3d, 

Supplementary Discussion). Injection of CNO induced c-FOS activation in sympathetic 

ganglia, confirming the efficacy of this strategy (Extended Data Fig. 5f). Sympathetic nerve 
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activation with the DREADD system led to loss of MeSCs and hair greying at the sites 

where CNO was injected (Fig. 3d, Extended Data Fig. 5g). Moreover, when TH-CreER was 

activated mosaically by a low dose of tamoxifen, intradermal CNO injection resulted in 

MeSC loss only in hair follicles innervated by DREADD-positive nerve fibres (recognizable 

by their membrane GFP expression; Fig. 3e, Extended Data Fig. 5h). These data suggest that 

sympathetic nerve activation in the absence of stressors is sufficient to drive MeSC loss. 

Altogether, our findings suggest that elevated norepinephrine secreted from the sympathetic 

nerve terminals drives MeSC depletion under stress.

Stress drives MeSC hyper-proliferation

Next, we aim to identify the early changes in MeSCs under stress that might account for 

their loss (Fig. 4a). Immunofluorescence failed to detect active caspase-3 or TUNEL signals 

in MeSCs before their depletion from the niche upon RTX or norepinephrine injection. 

Moreover, RTX injection into RIPK3 mutant mice lacking a key kinase for necrosis still 

caused hair greying (Extended Data Fig. 6a–c). These data suggest stress-induced MeSC 

loss is not mediated by apoptosis or necrosis. Radiation causes DNA damage in MeSCs, 

leading to their differentiation within the niche22. However, we failed to detect gamma-

H2AX foci (a hallmark of DNA damage) in MeSCs following RTX or norepinephrine 

injection, suggesting that stress-induced depletion of MeSCs is not mediated through DNA 

damage (Extended Data Fig. 6d).

Quiescence is a key feature of many somatic stem cells30–33. Loss of quiescence has been 

postulated to cause MeSC loss in Bcl2 mutants10,34. To examine if stress alters MeSCs 

quiescence, we injected RTX or norepinephrine into mice that had entered full anagen, when 

MeSCs are normally quiescent. We saw a dramatic increase in the number of proliferating 

MeSCs within 24 hours after RTX or norepinephrine injection—about 50% of MeSCs 

became positive for Phospho-Histone H3, an M phase marker (Fig. 4b). This number is in 

sharp contrast to the MeSC proliferation seen in early anagen (~6%), the only stage when 

MeSCs proliferate to self-renew (Extended Data Fig. 6e)9,35. By contrast, no changes in 

proliferation or apoptosis were observed in mature melanocytes after RTX or norepinephrine 

injection (Extended Data Fig. 6f, g). These data suggest that elevated norepinephrine forces 

MeSCs to enter a rapid and abnormally proliferative state, while sparing mature 

melanocytes.

To monitor changes in MeSCs following stress, we generated Tyr-CreER; Rosa-mT/mG 

mice, which allowed us to trace MeSCs by membrane GFP (Fig. 4c). Consistent with the 

observation that proliferation is an early response of MeSCs to stress, we saw a transient 

increase in GFP positive cells shortly after RTX injection (Fig. 4c, D1, FACS quantified in 

Extended Data Fig. 6h). Following this initial phase, many GFP positive cells began to 

exhibit striking dendritic branching, characteristic of differentiated MeSCs (Fig. 4c, D2). 

They also began to depart from the bulge—some migrated downwards along the hair 

follicle, and some migrated out into dermis or epidermis (Fig. 4c, D2 and D3). By Day 3, 

many GFP positive cells had migrated out of the bulge, and by Day 4, many hair follicles 

had lost all GFP positive cells in the bulge. Moreover, ectopic pigmentation could be 

detected along the hair follicle, epidermis, and dermis, places that are normally devoid of 
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pigments (Fig. 4d, Extended Data Fig. 6i). Collectively, these data suggest that after stress, 

MeSCs undergo rapid proliferation followed by differentiation and migration, leading to 

their loss from the niche (Fig. 4e, Supplementary Discussion).

Transcriptome analyses of MeSCs

To discover the molecular mechanisms driving MeSC loss under stress, we conducted RNA-

seq using FACS-purified MeSCs from control and RTX-treated animals 12 hours after RTX 

injection, before MeSCs showed phenotypic differences (Fig. 5a, Extended Data Fig. 7a–c). 

Examination of marker gene expression for diverse skin cell types confirmed that we had 

successfully enriched for MeSCs (Extended Data Fig. 7d). To uncover major molecular 

changes, we conducted Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis (Fig. 5b). We also curated 

a list of known genes associated with MeSC proliferation and differentiation (Fig. 5c, 

Extended Data Fig. 7e). Moreover, we utilized a list of genes previously denoted for cell 

cycle entry to assess if cell cycle regulators are altered at the transcriptional level (Extended 

Data Fig. 7f)36. Some of these key changes were also verified by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-

PCR) (Extended Data Fig. 7g). Collectively, we identified changes in several cell cycle 

regulators in stressed MeSCs, including Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (Cdk2), a key promoter 

of G1 to S transition. Receptors for ligands that promote MeSC proliferation, differentiation, 

and migration, including c-Kit37 and Mc1r38, were also upregulated. In addition, genes 

involved in melanogenesis19, including Mitf, Tyrp1, Tyr, Oca2, and Pmel, were upregulated 

(Fig. 5c, Extended data Fig. 7e, g). These data suggest that MeSCs upregulate proliferation 

and differentiation programs following stress. Furthermore, norepinephrine exposure also 

led to a rapid induction of proliferation genes like Cdk2, and differentiation genes like Mitf 
and Tyr in cultured human melanocyte cells (Fig. 5d). These data suggest that 

norepinephrine elicits similar responses in both human and mouse melanocyte lineages.

Blocking proliferation preserves MeSCs

Since MeSCs first lose quiescence upon stress, we asked if transient suppression of 

proliferation early in the stress response might prevent their depletion. For this, we injected 

RTX at full anagen, and applied CDK inhibitors (AT7519 or Flavopiridol) topically to 

suppress proliferation transiently until 48 hours post injection39,40. MeSCs in RTX-injected 

animals treated with CDK inhibitors remained quiescent and were preserved in the niche 

(Fig. 5e, Extended Data Fig. 8a). Proliferation of cells in the hair bulb remained largely 

normal, likely because the penetration of inhibitors into subcutaneous regions in full anagen 

was limited (Extended Data Fig. 8b). To further establish that MeSC loss can be prevented 

by inhibiting MeSC proliferation, we generated a genetic model (Tyr-CreER; Rosa-lsl-rtTA; 

TetO-P27) in which the CDK inhibitor P27 can be transiently induced specifically in MeSCs 

with doxycycline. Induction of P27 expression in MeSCs alone suppressed aberrant MeSC 

proliferation and preserved MeSCs in the niche under stress (Fig. 5e, Extended Data Fig. 

8a). These preserved MeSCs displayed an undifferentiated morphology and retained 

functionalities, as newly regenerated hairs in subsequent cycles maintained pigmentation 

(Fig. 5f). Collectively, these data suggest that loss of quiescence drives MeSC depletion in 

stress, and that suppression of MeSC proliferation is sufficient to prevent their loss.
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DISCUSSION

Acute stress is known to cause transient and beneficial “fight-or-flight” responses essential 

for survival. Here, we demonstrate that acute stress can also cause non-reversible depletion 

of somatic stem cells through activation of the sympathetic nervous system, resulting in 

permanent damage to tissue regeneration (Fig. 5g). Our findings support the emerging 

notion that the sympathetic nervous system not only regulates body physiology, but also 

influences diverse processes in development and tissue maintenance13,41–43. The adrenal 

glands are the central regulators of stress responses. However, we show that the adrenal 

gland-derived circulating stress hormones and catecholamines do not drive changes in 

MeSCs under stress. Since sympathetic nerves innervate essentially all organs, acute stress 

might have a broad and rapid impact on many tissues via neuronal signals rather than 

circulating hormones.

Why does such a nerve-stem cell interaction exist? The connection between the nervous 

system and pigment-producing cells is likely conserved during evolution. Cephalopods like 

squid, octopus, or cuttlefish have sophisticated colouration systems that allow them to 

change colour for camouflage or communication. Neuronal activities control their pigment-

producing cells (chromatophores), allowing rapid changes in colour in response to predators 

or threats44. Therefore, an attractive hypothesis is that sympathetic nerves might modulate 

MeSC activity, melanocyte migration, or pigment production in situations independent of the 

hair cycle—for example, under bright sunlight or UV irradiation45. Under extreme stress, 

however, hyperactivation of neuronal activities over-stimulates the pathway, driving MeSC 

depletion.

MeSCs also exhibit ectopic differentiation and depletion with age10,20. Of relevance, 

patients who have undergone partial sympathectomy develop fewer numbers of unpigmented 

hairs on the sympathectomized side with age46,47. In the future, it will be interesting to 

investigate whether the mechanisms we uncover here might also contribute to the MeSC loss 

during aging, and whether stress might mimic an accelerated aging process.

METHODS

Animals

C57BL/6J, Tyr-CreER, K15-CrePGR, Rag1 mutant, CD11b-DTR, GR flox, CAG-lsl-Gq-

DREADD, Rosa-H2BGFP/mCherry, Rosa26-mT/mG, Rosa-lsl-rtTA, and RIPK3 mutant 

mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. Adrb2 flox48 mice were originally 

generated by Dr. Gerard Karsenty (Columbia University) and provided to us by Dr. Paul 

Frenette (Albert Einstein College of Medicine). TH-CreER49 mice were generated and 

provided by Dr. David Ginty (Harvard Medical School). TetO-P2750 mice were originally 

generated by Dr. Gillian K. Cady (Roswell Park Cancer Institute) and provided to us by Dr. 

Valentina Greco (Yale School of Medicine). All experiments used balanced groups of male 

and female mice. All experiments are conducted and compared using mice of the same hair 

cycle stage in comparable age range (P20-P25 for 1st telogen, P31-P36 for full anagen, and 

P50-P60 for 2nd telogen, or long-term monitoring as specified). To monitor hair cycle, mice 

were shaved at weaning to monitor skin colour changes and confirmed by skin sections. The 
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acquisition of human melanocyte cells was carried out in compliance with the IRB policies 

at MGH. All animals were maintained in an Association for Assessment and Accreditation 

of Laboratory Animal Care-approved animal facility at Harvard University, Harvard Medical 

School, and Ribeirao Preto Medical School. Procedures were approved by the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee of all institutions and were in compliance with all relevant 

ethical regulations.

Stress procedures

Restraint and chronic unpredictable stress (CUS) procedures were performed as previously 

described11–14. Briefly, for restraint stress, C57BL/6J mice were kept in a restrainer (Fisher 

Scientific 12972590) for 4 hours a day for five days starting from mid-anagen (P28-P30). 

Hairs were depilated to induce hair regeneration when their hair cycle reached telogen. Mice 

were depilated 4 times in total to monitor long-term changes. For CUS, C57BL/6J mice 

were exposed to a combination of stressors. Two of the stressors were applied each day. The 

stressors include cage tilt, isolation, damp bedding, rapid light/dark changes, overnight 

illumination, restraint, empty cage, and 3x cage change. All stressors were randomly 

repeated in consecutive weeks.

Drug treatments

For RTX injection (see also Supplementary Discussion), mice received injections of RTX 

(30–100 μg/kg) in the flank for 1–3 days as described previously15,16,51–56. RTX was 

prepared in 2% DMSO with 0.15% Tween 80 in PBS. Control mice were treated with the 

vehicle only. RTX injection was done either in full anagen (P31-P36) or in 1st telogen (P21). 

For corticosterone feeding, 35 μg/ml corticosterone (Millipore Sigma, C2505) was dissolved 

in 0.45% hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin and provided in drinking water. Mice were treated 

for three days (P28-P30). Control mice received the vehicle water (0.45% β-cyclodextrin). 

For analgesia, mice were injected with buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg) 4 hours before RTX 

injection, and every 6 hours after RTX injection for 2 days. For tamoxifen treatment, 

tamoxifen was diluted in corn oil to a final concentration of 20 mg/ml. To induce 

recombination, 20 mg/kg was injected intraperitoneally once per day for 4–7 days. For 

mosaic induction of Tyr-CreER and TH-CreER, 20 mg/kg tamoxifen was injected 

intraperitoneally once per day for 3 days. For intradermal norepinephrine injection, 

norepinephrine (Sigma-Aldrich 489350) solution was prepared freshly by dissolving in 0.1% 

ascorbic acid in 0.9% sterile NaCl to a final concentration of 2 mM. 50 μl was injected 

intradermally into experimental animals together with fluorescent beads at full anagen 

(P31~P36). Control animals were injected with equivalent volume of vehicle (0.1% ascorbic 

acid in 0.9% sterile NaCl) with fluorescent beads. The injection sites were marked using 

water resistant ink. For sympathetic nerve ablation, 6-hydroxydopamine hydrobromide (6-

OHDA, Sigma 162957) solution was prepared freshly by dissolving 6-OHDA in 0.1% 

ascorbic acid in 0.9% sterile NaCl. 100 mg/kg (body weight) of 6-OHDA was injected 

intraperitoneally daily from P18 to P22. Control animals were injected with equivalent 

volume of vehicle (0.1% ascorbic acid in 0.9% sterile NaCl). Ablation efficiency in the skin 

was confirmed by immunofluorescence staining. For guanethidine treatment, mice were 

intraperitoneally injected with 30 mg/kg (body weight) of guanethidine (Sigma-Aldrich, 

1301801), once a day for 3 consecutive days prior to RTX administration at full anagen 
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(P31~P36). For Induction of Gq-DREADD, 50 μl CNO (1 mg/ml in 0.9% sterile saline) was 

injected intradermally into experimental animals together with fluorescent beads at full 

anagen (P31~P36). Control animals were injected with equivalent volume of vehicle (0.9% 

sterile saline) together with fluorescent beads. For diphtheria toxin administration, 

diphtheria toxin (DT, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 0.9% saline (0.1 mg/ml). For 

ablation, CD11b-DTR transgenic mice were intraperitoneally injected with 25 ng/g (body 

weight) DT daily 3 days before RTX injection at full anagen (P31~P36). 20 ng/g (body 

weight) DT was injected every three days after RTX injection until harvesting. For inhibitor 

treatment, mice were shaved and pre-treated with 5 mg/kg (body weight) AT7519 (Cayman 

Chemical 16231) or Flavopiridol (Cayman Chemical 10009197) in ethanol topically 48 

hours and 24 hours before RTX injection, at the time of RTX injection, and 24 hours and 48 

hours after injection. For P27 expression induction, mice were fed with Doxycycline Rodent 

Diet (VWR 89067–462) for three days before the RTX treatment and three days after. RTX 

was given at Anagen VI (P31~P36).

Quantification of unpigmented hairs

For Restraint and CUS, unpigmented hairs were quantified by plucking ~100 hairs from 3–4 

regions of the skin across the anterior to posterior end, and the percentage of white hairs 

were calculated by dividing the number of white hairs by the total number of hairs plucked. 

For RTX injection experiments, the percentage of white hair regions was calculated by 

dividing the size of white hair areas with the size of the whole skin (both areas were 

measured using ImageJ). For intradermal injection experiments (NE or CNO), unpigmented 

hairs were quantified by plucking ~100 hairs from each injection site (marked by water 

resistant ink at the time of injection), and the percentage of white hairs were calculated by 

dividing the number of white hairs by the total number of hairs plucked.

Histology and immunohistochemistry

Mouse skin samples were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 minutes at room 

temperature, washed 6 times with PBS, and immersed in 30% sucrose overnight at 4°C. 

Samples were then embedded in OCT (Sakura Finetek). 35~50 μm sections were fixed in 

4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 2 minutes and washed with PBS and PBST. Slides were 

then blocked using blocking buffer (5% donkey serum; 1% BSA, 2% cold water fish gelatin 

in 0.3% Triton in PBS) for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by staining with primary 

antibodies overnight at 4°C and secondary antibody for 4 hours at room temperature. For 

sympathetic nerve density quantification, 90 μm sections were used. EdU was developed for 

1 hour using the Click-It reaction according to manufacturer instructions (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). TUNEL assay was performed according to manufacturer instructions (Roche). 

Fontana–Masson staining was performed according to manufacturer instructions (Market 

Lab ML7255). Antibodies used: TRP2 (Santa Cruz 10451, 1:800), tyrosine hydroxylase 

(rabbit, Millipore AB152, 1:1000 or sheep, Millipore AB1542, 1:150–1:300), c-Fos 

(Abcam, 190289, 1:1000), γ-H2AX (Cell Signaling, 9718, 1:400), phospho-histone H3 

(rabbit, Cell Signaling Technology 3377S, 1:500), cleaved caspase 3 (rabbit, Cell Signaling 

Technology 9664S, 1:400), GFP (rabbit, Abcam ab290, 1:1000 or chicken, Aves labs 

GFP-1010, 1:200), CD3 (eBioscience 14–0032-81, 1:800), CD11b (eBioscience 14–
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0112-81, 1:800), Phospho-CREB (Cell Signaling 9198, 1:800), MITF (Abcam ab12039, 

1:400).

Measurement of stress hormones

50 μl of blood plasma was collected from each mouse and transferred into a 1.5 ml 

microcentrifuge tube. 10 μl of internal solution was added to each sample followed by 100 μl 

of water and 640 μl of methanol. Samples were incubated at −20°C for 1 hour, then 

centrifuged 30 minutes at maximum speed at −9°C. The supernatant was transferred to a 

new tube and dried under N2 flow and resuspended in 50 μl methanol and transferred to 

micro-inserts. All samples were run on an Agilent 6460 Triple Quad LC/MS with an Agilent 

1290 Infinity HPLC. For corticosterone-treated mice, plasma corticosterone levels were 

determined by ELISA according to the manufacturer’s instruction (Arbor Assays, K014-

H1).

Radiation

Ten-week-old C57BL/6J mice were gamma irradiated (137-Cs source) with a split 10.5 gray 

split dose. Mice were transplanted with 300,000 whole bone marrow cells to ensure survival 

after lethal irradiation.

FACS

Mouse dorsal skin was collected, and the fat layer was removed by gentle scrapping from 

the dermal side. The skin was incubated in 0.25% collagenase in HBSS at 37 °C for 35–45 

minutes on an orbital shaker. Single cell suspension was collected by gentle scraping of the 

dermal side and filtering through 70 μm and 40 μm filters. The epidermal layer was 

incubated in trypsin-EDTA at 37 °C for 35–45 minutes on an orbital shaker. Single cell 

suspension was collected by gentle scraping of the epidermal side and filtering through 70 

μm and 40 μm filters. The single cell suspension was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 4°C, 

resuspended in 0.25% FBS in PBS, and stained with fluorescent dye-conjugated antibodies 

for 30 minutes. For late anagen skin samples, the bottom parts of the hair follicles containing 

mature melanocytes were removed by gentle scrapping under dissection microscope. The 

MeSCs located close to the bulge remained and were verified by immunostaining. 

Antibodies used: CD140a (Invitrogen 13–1401-82, 1:200), CD45 (Invitrogen 13–0451-82, 

1:400), Sca1 (Invitrogen 13–5981-82, 1:1000), CD34 (Invitrogen 13–0341-82, 1:100), 

CD117 (Biolegend 135136, Dilution 1:400). See a protocol published at protocol exchange 

website for a step-to-step instruction57.

RNA isolation

RNA was isolated using a RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen), using QIAcube according to 

manufacturer instructions. RNA concentration and RNA integrity were determined by 

Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) using the RNA 6000 Nano chip. High quality RNA 

samples with RNA Integrity Number ≥ 8 were used as input for RT-PCR and RNA-

sequencing.
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Cell Culture

Primary human melanocytes were derived from neonatal foreskin as previously described58 

and cultured in Medium 254 (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Melanocytes (passages 

2 and 4) were starved for 24 hours in HAM’s F-10 + 1% penicillin/streptomycin/glutamine 

before adding NE (10uM).

Quantitative real-time PCR

The cDNA libraries were synthesized using Superscript IV VILO master mix with ezDNase 

(Thermo Fisher). Quantitative real time PCR was performed using power SYBR green 

(Thermo Fisher) in an ABI QuantStudio6 Flex qPCR instrument. Ct values were normalized 

to an internal control of beta-actin.

Imaging and image analysis

All images were acquired using a Zeiss LSM 880 confocal microscope or Keyence 

microscope using x20 or x40 magnification lenses. Images are presented as Maximum 

Intensity Projection images. For colocalization analysis, images are presented as a single Z 

stack. For sympathetic nerve density quantification, TH staining of sympathetic nerves was 

performed on 90 uM thick skin section samples to ensure the capture of all fibres innervating 

each hair follicle. Sympathetic nerves innervating individual hair follicles were selected and 

imaged using a Zeiss LSM 880 confocal microscope. 3D surfaces of TH staining were 

created using Imaris x64 9.3.0 software and the volume was measured and compared. To 

quantify cell numbers (MeSC numbers, cell death events, proliferation events) within a hair 

follicle, immunofluorescence staining images of skin sections from multiple regions across 

the body were used. The number of cells were counted manually or by using ImageJ.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed with Prism 7.00 using unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-

test, One-Way or Two-Way ANOVA. All statistical tests performed are indicated in the 

figure legends. The data are presented as mean ± SD.

RNA-seq and computational analysis

MeSCs were purified using FACS from control and stressed mice skin samples at telogen 

based on their expression of CD1177, starting from a population that is negative for CD140a, 

CD45, Sca1, and CD3457. 2 ng of total RNA from each sample were used to generate RNA-

seq libraries using a SMART-Seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA kit (Takara, 634888) and Nextera 

XT DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina, FC-131–1024). Single-end sequencing reads 

were obtained using Illumina NextSeq 500 platform. Sequencing reads from RNA-seq 

libraries were trimmed using Trim Galore! (https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/

projects/trim_galore/) and aligned to the mouse reference genome (mm10) using STAR 

aligner59. Reads with alignment quality < Q30 were discarded. Gene expression levels were 

normalized and differential genes were calculated using DEseq2 package in R60. Gene set 

functional enrichment analysis was performed using David61,62. Transcripts Per Kilobase 

Million (TPM) calculated from count tables of Control MeSC samples were used to 
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determine the expression levels of adrenergic receptors and glucocorticoid receptor shown in 

Fig. 2c.

Extended Data
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Extended Data Fig. 1 |. Effects of stress on the hair pigmentation.
a, Schematic of MeSC behaviour during hair cycle. b, Hair greying after mice are subjected 

to chronic unpredictable stress (CUS). Quantifications are done by plucking ~100 hairs from 

different regions across the skin and counting the number of white hairs (n = 9 plucked 

regions from 3 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). c, Hair greying after 

mice are subjected to restraint stress. Quantifications are done as described in b. d, LC-MS-

MS quantification of corticosterone and norepinephrine after restraint stress (n = 5 mice for 

control and n = 6 mice for restraint, two-tailed unpaired t-test). e, Immunofluorescent 

staining of hair bulbs for Melanocyte Inducing Transcription Factor (MITF, red) from mice 5 

days after treatment of saline or RTX (n = 30 HFs from 3 mice for each condition, two-tailed 

unpaired t-test). f, Fontana–Masson staining of hair bulbs for melanin from mice 5 days after 

treatment of saline or RTX (n = 6 mice for each condition). g, Hair coat colour in mice 5 
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days after RTX injection in anagen. RTX is injected in full anagen and the mice are 

examined 5 days later at late anagen. The coat colour remains black (n = 6 mice for each 

condition). h, Fontana–Masson staining of HFs for melanin from mice treated with saline or 

RTX at first anagen and examined at second anagen (see Fig. 1e, 2nd Ana for corresponding 

fluorescent images, n = 6 mice for each condition). i, Quantification of MeSC numbers in 

saline and RTX-injected skins. For the RTX-injected skins, the number of MeSCs in regions 

with predominantly black hairs and regions with many white hairs are quantified separately. 

Orange and green dashed boxes denote representative black and white hair regions in RTX 

injected mice. Enlarged boxes contain representative immunofluorescent images of HFs 

from each region. White arrowheads indicate regions where MeSC reside. n = 30 HFs from 

3 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons. j, 
Quantification of the body area covered by white hairs in female vs. male mice (n = 5 mice 

for each sex, two-tailed unpaired t-test). All data are mean ± S.D.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 |. Loss of MeSCs after three different stress models.
a, Upper panel, schematic of experimental design for RTX injection in first telogen (red 

arrows indicate harvesting). Lower panel left, representative mouse images 5 days and 16 

days after RTX injection in first telogen. Lower panel right, quantification of the body area 

covered by white hairs 16 days after RTX injection (n = 4 mice for each condition, two-

tailed unpaired t-test). b, Immunofluorescent staining for TRP2 from saline or RTX-injected 

mice (n = 30 HFs from 4 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). Yellow boxes 

denote the upper HF region where MeSCs reside. Enlarged view of the yellow box regions 

are shown to the right. Arrowheads indicate MeSCs. c, Immunofluorescent staining for 

TRP2 (red) from mice subjected to CUS or restraint stress (n = 30 HFs from 5 mice for each 

condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). d, Hair coat colour is monitored in RTX-injected mice 

for multiple rounds of hair follicle regeneration (waxing is used to initiate new rounds of 
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anagen, n = 3 mice for each condition). Schematic denotes the experimental design. Scale 

bars, 50 μm. All data are mean ± S.D.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 |. Stress-induced hair greying is not mediated through corticosterone or 
immune attack.
a, Left, white hair formation after RTX injection in Rag1 mutant mice devoid of T and B 

cells (Rag1 KO, n = 6 for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). Right, 

immunofluorescent staining for T cell marker CD3 (green) in control and Rag1 KO skin (n = 

6 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). b, Left, hair greying occurs when RTX 

is injected into CD11b-DTR mice treated with diphtheria toxin (DT) to deplete myeloid cells 

(n = 6 mice for each condition). Right, immunofluorescent staining for CD11b (green) in DT 

treated control and CD11b-DTR skin (n = 6 mice for each condition). c, Expression of 

adrenergic receptors and glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in MeSCs (n = 2 biologically 

independent samples). d, White hair formation following RTX injection into Tyr-CreER; GR 
fl/fl mice (MeSC-GR cKO; n = 6 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). e, 
Left, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) measurement of corticosterone level in 

the blood 3 days after supplying corticosterone in drinking water (n = 4 mice for each 

condition). Middle, immunofluorescent staining of hair follicles for TRP2 (red) from mice 5 

days after corticosterone treatment (n = 30 HFs from 3 mice for each condition, two-tailed 

unpaired t-test). Right, hair coat colour after HFs in corticosterone-treated mice enter 
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another round of anagen to regenerate new hairs. CORT: corticosterone. Scale bars, 50 μm. 

All data are mean ± S.D.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 |. Perturbations of the norepinephrine-ADRB2 pathway.
a, Immunofluorescent staining of HFs for Phospho-CREB (green) and TRP2 (red) 12 hours 

after RTX injection (n = 30 HFs from 3 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). 

White arrowheads indicate Phospho-CREB positive MeSCs in upper HFs after RTX 

injection. b, White hair formation following RTX injection into K15-CrePGR; Adrb2 fl/fl 

mice (HFSC-Adrb2 cKO; n = 3 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). c, Upper 

left, hair coat colour in unstressed Tyr-CreER; Adrb2 fl/fl mice (MeSC-Adrb2 cKO) in the 

second telogen after 7x tamoxifen treatment at the first telogen. Lower left, 
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immunofluorescent staining of hair bulbs for MITF (red) in Tyr-CreER; Adrb2 fl/fl mice in 

anagen. Right, Fontana–Masson melanin staining of anagen HFs from Tyr-CreER; Adrb2 
fl/fl mice (n = 3 mice for each condition). d, Upper left, schematic of experimental design 

for mosaic labelling in unstressed control and Adrb2 knockout (red arrows indicate 

harvesting). Lower left, immunofluorescent staining for GFP (green) and TRP2 (red) from 

Tyr-CreER; R26-mT/mG mice (MeSC-mT/mG) and Tyr-CreER; Adrb2 fl/fl; R26-mT/mG 

mice (MeSC-Adrb2 cKO-mT/mG) after 3x tamoxifen treatment at first telogen. Right, 

immunofluorescent staining of HFs for GFP (green) and TRP2 (red) after the mice enter 

anagen (n = 3 mice for each condition, TAM: tamoxifen). e, Quantification of white hair 

percentage after intradermal injection of saline or norepinephrine (n = 10 injected sites from 

6–8 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). f, 
Immunofluorescent staining of HFs for TRP2 (red) from mouse skins intradermally injected 

with NE (n = 30 HFs from 10 injection sites for each condition, one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s multiple comparisons). g, White hairs are formed after intradermal injection of NE 

in K15-CrePGR, Adrb2 fl/fl mice (HF-Adrb2 cKO, n = 3 injection sites for each condition, 

two-tailed unpaired t-test). Yellow dashed circles denote intradermal injection sites. Scale 

bars, 50 μm. All data are mean ± S.D.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 |. Activation of the sympathetic nervous system by nociception-induced 
stress or sympathetic nerve-specific inducible Gq-DREADD.
a, LC-MS-MS quantification of stress hormones in sham-operated and adrenalectomized 

mice (ADX, n = 3 mice for each condition, two-way ANOVA with original FDR method of 

Benjamini and Hochberg). b, Upper panel, immunofluorescent staining of sympathetic 

nerves in the skin regions with predominantly black hairs (orange box) and regions with 

mostly white hairs (green box, n = 3 mice for each condition). Lower panel, 3D surfaces of 

TH staining created using Imaris software and quantification of sympathetic nerve volume 
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from regions with different number of unpigmented hairs (n = 20 HFs for each region from 3 

mice, two-tailed unpaired t-test). c, Immunofluorescent staining of sympathetic ganglia for 

TH (green) and c-FOS (red) from mice injected with RTX and harvested at different time 

points between 0 to 24 hours (n = 6 sympathetic ganglia from 3 mice for each time points). 

d, Quantification of chemical sympathectomy efficiency (n = 6 mice for each condition, 

two-tailed unpaired t-test) and % of white hairs in RTX-injected mice treated with vehicle or 

6-OHDA (n = 6 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). e, Guanethidine (Gua) 

injection blocks formation of white hairs induced by RTX injection (quantification for % of 

white hairs: n = 14 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test; quantification for 

MeSC numbers: n = 30 HFs from 6 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). f, 
Immunofluorescent staining of sympathetic ganglia for TH (green) and c-FOS (red) from 

TH-CreER; Gq-DREADD mice injected with CNO and harvested 6 hours later (n = 6 

sympathetic ganglia from 2 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). g, White 

hair formation after intradermal injection of CNO into TH-CreER, Gq-DREADD mice (n = 

6 injection sites from 5 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). Yellow dashed 

circles denote intradermal CNO injection sites. h, Quantification of white hair percentage on 

CNO injection sites in mosaically-induced TH-CreER; Gq-DREADD; R26-mT/mG mice (n 

= 5 injection sites from 4 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). Scale bars, 50 

μm. All data are mean ± S.D.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 |. Apoptosis and proliferation analysis of MeSCs and the impact of RTX or 
norepinephrine on mature melanocytes.
a, Immunofluorescent staining of active Caspase3 (aCAS3, green) and TRP2 (red) from 

mice 1 day after RTX or NE injection (n = 30 HFs from 6 mice for each condition, one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). b, Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase 

dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) assay of HFs from mice 1 day after RTX or NE 

treatment. Catagen HFs are used as positive controls for TUNEL. White arrowhead points to 

apoptotic hair follicle cells (n = 30 HFs from 6 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA 
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with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). c, White hair formation in RIPK3 mutant mice (RIPK3 

KO) injected with RTX (n = 5 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). d, 
Immunofluorescent staining of HFs for the DNA damage marker γ-H2AX (green) and 

TRP2 (red) from mice 1 day after RTX or NE treatment. HFs from irradiated mice are used 

as positive controls. White arrowhead indicates the MeSCs with DNA damage (n = 30 HFs 

from 6 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). e, 
Immunofluorescent staining for pHH3 (green) and TRP2 (red) of control HFs at different 

hair cycle stages (n = 25 HFs from 3 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s multiple comparisons). f, Immunofluorescent staining of hair bulbs for aCAS3 

(green) and TRP2 (red) from mice 1 day after RTX or NE injection (n = 30 HFs from 3 mice 

for each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). g, 
Immunofluorescent staining of hair bulbs for pHH3 (green) and TRP2 (red) from mice 1 day 

after RTX or NE injection (n = 30 HFs from 3 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA 

with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). h, Left panel, schematic of MeSCs isolation strategy. 

Right panel, FACS analysis of MeSC numbers 1 day after RTX (n = 5 mice for each 

condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). i, Fontana–Masson melanin staining of anagen or 

telogen samples 5 days after saline or RTX injection (n = 6 mice for each condition, two-

tailed unpaired t-test). Blue arrowheads indicate ectopic pigments. Scale bars, 50 μm. All bar 

graphs are mean ± S.D.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 |. Differential gene expression in normal and stressed MeSCs.
a, FACS strategy for MeSCs purification. MeSCs are selected based on their expression of 

CD117, from a population that is negative for CD140a, CD45, Sca1, CD34, and modest 

expression for Integrin alpha-6. b, Sample clustering based on Pearson’s correlation of 

transcriptome among control and stressed MeSCs (n = 2 biologically independent samples 

for each condition). c, Heatmap of all differentially expressed genes (n = 2 biologically 

independent samples for each condition, P values calculated using Wald test implemented in 

DESeq2, and adjusted using the Benjamini–Hochberg method. Log2FoldChange ≥ 0.58 and 

adjusted p value < 0.05). d, Expression level of marker genes for different cell types in the 

skin confirming the purity of MeSCs used for RNA-seq (n = 4 biologically independent 

samples). e, Heatmaps showing expression of signature genes related to MeSC 

differentiation. f, Heatmaps illustrating expression of cell cycle signature genes. g, qRT-PCR 

validation of selected differentially expressed genes in FACS-purified mouse MeSCs from 

control and RTX injected skins (n = 4 biological replicates for each condition, two-way 

ANOVA with original FDR method of Benjamini and Hochberg). All data are mean ± S.D.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 |. Proliferation analysis of RTX-injected mice treated with CDK inhibitors 
chemically or genetically.
a-b, Immunofluorescent staining of upper HFs and hair bulbs for pHH3 (green) and TRP2 

(red) from mice 1 day after RTX injection together with topical application of CDK 

inhibitors (AT7519 or Flavopiridol) or with MeSC-specific P27 overexpression (MeSC-P27 

OE, n = 30 HFs from 3 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons). Scale bars, 50 μm. All data are mean ± S.D.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1 |. Stress depletes melanocyte stem cells (MeSCs).
a, Black coat C57BL/6J mice are subjected to different stress models. b, Hair greying after 

resiniferatoxin (RTX) injection. Right, quantification of skin area covered by white hairs (n 

= 10 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). c, Liquid chromatography with 

tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS-MS) quantifies serum stress hormone concentrations 

after injection of RTX alone or in combination with buprenorphine (Bup, n = 6 mice for 

each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). d, Injection of RTX 

with buprenorphine blocks white hair formation (n = 6 mice for each condition, two-tailed 

unpaired t-test). e, Upper panel, experimental design (black arrow: RTX injection, red 

arrows: harvesting). Lower panels, immunofluorescent staining for TRP2 (melanocyte 

lineage marker) in the hair follicle (HF) of control (Ctrl, saline-injected) and RTX injected 

mice (n = 30 HFs throughout the skin from 6 mice for each condition, two-way ANOVA 

with original FDR method of Benjamini and Hochberg). Yellow boxes denote the upper HF 

region where MeSCs reside. Enlarged views are shown to the right. Arrowheads: MeSCs. 

CUS: chronic unpredictable stress. D: day. Ana: anagen. Cata: catagen. Telo: telogen. Diff 

Mc: differentiated melanocytes. Scale bars, 50 μm. All data are mean ± S.D.
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Fig. 2 |. Norepinephrine drives hair greying.
a, Possible mechanisms of MeSC loss. b, RTX injection into Tyr-CreER; Adrb2 fl/fl 

(MeSC-Adrb2 cKO) mice fails to trigger hair greying (n = 6 mice for each condition, two-

tailed unpaired t-test). c, White hair formation in norepinephrine injection sites (NE; n = 10 

injected sites from 8 mice for each condition. Quantifications see Extended data Fig. 4e). 

Yellow dashed circles denote intradermal injection sites. d, White hair formation after RTX 

injection in adrenalectomized mice (ADX, n = 6 mice for each condition, two-tailed 

unpaired t-test). All data are mean ± S.D.
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Fig. 3 |. Hyperactivation of the sympathetic nervous system depletes MeSCs.
a, Sympathetic nerve innervates MeSC niches. White arrowhead indicates the close 

proximity of nerve endings to MeSCs (n = 6 mice for each condition). b, Immunofluorescent 

staining of sympathetic ganglia for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH, green) and c-FOS (red) from 

mice injected with saline, RTX, and RTX with buprenorphine (n = 6 ganglia from 3 mice for 

each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). c, 6-

hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) injection blocks MeSC loss and white hair induction by RTX 

(n = 30 HFs from 6 mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test. See also Extended 

data Fig. 5d). d, Left, schematic of sympathetic nerve activation using a Gq-DREADD 

system. Right, immunofluorescent staining for TH (green) and TRP2 (red) from TH-CreER; 

Gq-DREADD mice treated with saline or Clozapine N-Oxide (CNO, n = 30 HFs from 6 

mice for each condition, two-tailed unpaired t-test). e, Mosaic activation of sympathetic 

nerves using TH-CreER; Gq-DREADD; Rosa-mT/mG mice. Bar graphs quantify the 

number of MeSCs in HFs innervated by DREADD negative sympathetic nerves (w/o 

DREADD) vs. DREADD positive sympathetic nerves (w/ DREADD, marked by membrane 

GFP expression). n = 30 HFs for each condition from 4 mice, two-tailed unpaired t-test. SN 

abla: sympathetic nerve ablation. Scale bars, 50 μm. All data are mean ± S.D.
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Fig. 4 |. Norepinephrine drives MeSCs out of quiescence.
a, Possible mechanisms by which norepinephrine depletes MeSCs. b, Immunofluorescent 

staining for Phospho-Histone H3 (pHH3, green) and TRP2 (red) 1 day after RTX or 

norepinephrine injection. White arrowhead highlights the proliferative MeSCs (n = 30 HFs 

from 5 mice for each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). c, 
Time-course of MeSC behaviour after RTX treatment in Tyr-CreER; R26-mT/mG mice. 

White arrowheads mark MeSCs (n = 30 HFs from 3 mice for each timepoint, one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). d, Fontana–Masson melanin staining 5 days 

after saline or RTX injection (n = 6 mice for each condition). Blue arrowheads indicate 

ectopic pigments. e, Model summarizing steps of stress-induced MeSC depletion. TAM: 

tamoxifen. Scale bars, 50 μm. All data are mean ± S.D.
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Fig. 5 |. Inhibition of aberrant MeSC proliferation prevents stress-induced hair greying.
a, Experimental workflow. FACS at telogen. b, Gene ontology enrichment analysis of 

significantly dysregulated genes in stressed MeSCs (n = 2 biologically independent samples 

for each condition, Fisher exact test). c, Heatmaps of signature gene expression related to 

MeSC proliferation (n = 2 biologically independent samples for each condition). d, qRT-

PCR of MeSC proliferation and differentiation genes in cultured primary human 

melanocytes treated with norepinephrine (n = 6 samples from three independent donors, 

two-way ANOVA with original FDR method of Benjamini and Hochberg). e, 
Immunofluorescent staining for TRP2 (red) from mice 5 days after treatments of RTX 

together with AT7519, Flavopiridol, or with MeSC-specific P27 overexpression (P27 OE, n 

= 30 HFs from 6 mice each condition, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons). f, Topical treatment of AT7519, Flavopiridol, or MeSC-specific P27 

overexpression inhibits RTX-induced hair greying (n = 6 mice for each condition, one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons). g, Model summarizing the main findings. 

Under strong external stressors, activated sympathetic nerves secrete norepinephrine that 

binds to ADRB2 on MeSCs. NE-ADRB2 signalling drives rapid MeSC proliferation, 

followed by ectopic differentiation and exhaustion. Flavo: Flavopiridol. Scale bars, 50 μm. 

All data are mean ± S.D.
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